Cross Section Trichometry: An office method for measuring hair loss and its response to treatment
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The office clinician has no way to precisely measure the natural progression of hair loss or its response to treatments like finasteride, minoxidil, laser, iron and thyroid supplements, etc. Trichograms measure density alone with little concern for the hair diameter variations seen in androgenetic alopecia. The Cross Section Trichometer, introduced by Cohen (Derm Surg, July 2008) measures the cross sectional area of a bundle of hair isolated from a premeasured area of scalp. It expresses the measurement as the Hair Mass Index (HMI) or mm² of hair per cm² of scalp x 100. The measurement reflects both hair density and diameter, takes 5 minutes to perform, and no hair is cut. Its accuracy has been confirmed and validated by comparison to dry hair weight – the industry gold standard – and found to be equivalent. A commercial version of the trichometer called HairCheck has been recently introduced and includes a locating accessory that ensures return to the same scalp site for subsequent measurements without a tattoo. The name Cross Section Trichometry (CST) has been given to the measuring device and its methodology. CST is an office modality that precisely calculates “how much hair” is present within a 4 cm² scalp site and displays the HMI value as 1-100 on an LED screen. Any change in the HMI value provides evidence that very small changes in diameter and/or density have occurred. CST is an innovative diagnostic tool for precisely tracking hair loss progression and the quantitative response to all forms of treatment. CST methodology has been recently described in a major textbook and multiple scientific journals.
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